General Stakeholder Workgroup Meetings  
March 1-9, 2022  
9:00 a.m. Each Day  
Virtual Meeting: https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/va2021cdc/

AGENDAS

March 1, 2022  
(Begin at 9:00 am)  
VCC Proposals

1. B310.6-21  
2. B432-21  
3. B918-21  
4. B1020.2.1-21  
5. B1206.2-21

March 2, 2022  
(Begin at 9:00 am)  
VEBC Proposals

1. EB102.2.2-21  
2. EB502.1.1-21  
3. EB1102-21
Energy Proposals

No proposals to discuss.

March 4, 2022
(Begin at 9:00 am)

VMC & SFPC Proposals

1. FP901.6.3.2-21
2. FP901.4.8-21
3. FP1201.3-21

March 8, 2022
(Begin at 9:00 am)

VRC Proposals

1. RB324-21

March 9, 2022
(Begin at 9:00 am)

Trades Proposals

1. P1003.3.2-21
General Stakeholder Workgroup Meeting Descriptions  
(Subject Groupings)

VCC: Virginia Construction Code (USBC Part I) including USBC Part I administrative provisions; IBC; VCS; VADR; IBSR; and MHSR (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: B; BF; IB; MH; CS; AD)

VEBC: Virginia Existing Building Code (USBC Part II) including USBC Part II administrative provisions; and IEBC (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: EB)

Energy: All technical energy provisions of the VCC, IECC and IRC; does not include administrative provisions (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: EC; REC)

VMC: Virginia Maintenance Code (USBC Part III) including USBC Part III administrative provisions (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: PM)

SFPC: Virginia Statewide Fire Prevention Code including SFPC administrative provisions (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: FP)

VRC: Residential technical provisions of the VCC and the IRC; does not include administrative or trades provisions (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: RB)

Trades: All technical trade provisions (mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fuel gas), including residential trade provisions, of the VCC, IRC, IPC, IMC, and IFGC; does not include administrative provisions (Proposal Designations in cdpVA: M; P; E; RE; RM; RP)

2021 cdpVA Proposal Subject Matter Designations  
(cdova Proposal Name “Agenda Number” Prefixes)

The following prefixes will be utilized as part of each proposal name to assist in identifying the subject matter of the proposal. DHCD staff assign proposal names after they have been submitted, reviewed and before they are placed in “Ready for Public Comment” status.

B = Virginia Construction Code  
EB = Virginia Existing Building Code  
PM = Virginia Maintenance Code  
FP = Statewide Fire Prevention Code  
BF = Virginia Construction Code IFC  
EC = Virginia Energy Conservation Code  
M = Virginia Mechanical Code  
P = Virginia Plumbing Code  
E = VCC Electrical  
RB = Virginia Residential Code  
REC = Virginia Residential Code Energy  
RE = Virginia Residential Code Electric  
RM = Virginia Residential Code Mechanical  
RP = Virginia Residential Code Plumbing  
IB = Industrialized Building Safety Regulations  
MH = Manufactured Home Safety Regulations
AD = Virginia Amusement Device Regulations
CS = Virginia Certification Standards

Example: cdpVA Proposal Agenda Number “RM2301.1-21” indicates a proposal to the mechanical provisions (VRC Section M2301.1) of the 2021 Virginia Residential Code.